Abstract-In this paper, we present a solution to the problem of coordinating multiple robots across a communication channel that experiences delays. The proposed approach leverages control barrier functions in order to ensure that the multi-robot system remains dissipative. This is achieved by encoding the dissipativity-preserving condition as a set invariance constraint. This constraint is then included in an optimization problem, whose objective is that of modifying, in a minimally invasive fashion, the nominal input to the robots. The formulated optimization problem is decentralized in the sense that, in order to be solved, it does not require the individual robots to have access to global information. Moreover, owing to its convexity, each robot can solve it using fast and efficient algorithms. The effectiveness of the proposed control framework is demonstrated through the implementation of a formation control algorithm in presence of delays on a team of mobile robots.
I. INTRODUCTION
Delayed communication networks pose a big challenge to coordinated control algorithms for multi-robot systems [1] . In order to implement consensus-like algorithms-where the robots are asked to agree on a common objective, such as the location where to meet [2] or the shape to assemble [3] -or coverage control algorithms [4] , to name a few, the robots need to exchange information with their peers. Delays in transferring information can cause the performance of the algorithms to degrade, in terms of both convergence rate and stability [2] .
In this paper, we propose a control strategy that is able to mitigate the effects of a delayed communication channel in multi-robot systems. This is achieved by modifying, in a minimally invasive fashion, the nominal control input that is to be executed by the robots: this means that the modification of the robots' inputs only takes place if the effect of delays is about to compromise the desired performance of the system.
The problem of controlling multi-robot system with delays has been widely studied and different solutions have been proposed, ranging from predictor-based [5] to passivitybased controllers [6] . In [2] , the authors analyze the performance of the consensus protocol with constant time delay and a fixed network topology. Their graph-theoretic approach shows the tight connection between convergence rate, eigenvalues of the graph Laplacian, and admissible time delays.
Different approaches, based on passivity, as well as other energy-based methods, are considered in [7] , [8] , [9] . Here, the so-called scattering transformation is introduced in order to stabilize a system in the presence of any, although constant, communication delay. On a similar line of inquiry, in [10] , the authors employ the scattering transformation to make the interconnection of a network of robots with a human operator passive under constant time delays. It is worthwhile noticing that scattering-based approaches are suitable to make robots achieve synchronization tasks (such as consensus). However, these approaches cannot be employed to compensate for time delays when non-passive control laws-such as the formation controller in [11] -are used.
Delays in communication channels can be viewed in terms of energy injected into a system, which can become nonpassive, as discussed in [7] . Passivity theory allows us to analyze dynamical systems from an energetic point of view, so it is a very suitable design tool for dealing with systems with delays. In this paper, starting from dissipativity theory, we develop an optimization-based controller that is able to cope with delayed communication channels in multi-robot systems.
Finally, another passivity-based approach has been proposed in [12] , where the authors lay the foundations of the concept of energy tanks. Extensions of this technique are proposed in [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] . In all these works, the authors introduce an additional dissipative force on the system in order to prevent the energy tank from depleting-a condition that would introduce a singularity in their proposed approaches-so as to keep a positive passivity margin 1 . Using tools from nonlinear systems theory, we present a method that is also able to exploit the full passivity margin and, nonetheless, does not introduce any singularity.
A. Main Contributions
In view of what has been discussed in the previous section, we summarize here the main contributions presented in this paper. We propose a framework suitable to control multi-robot systems in presence of communication delays. The approach consists of an optimal way of exploiting the passivity margin of the system, where optimality stems from the minimally invasive nature of the method. In particular, the approach consists of an optimization-based method that is able to ensure the dissipativity of the multi-robot system. This is achieved by expressing the dissipativity condition as a set invariance constraint which is enforced by leveraging control barrier functions [17] . More specifically, the use of control barrier functions allows us to formulate an optimization problem whose objective is to minimally modify the robots' nominal inputs, in order to ensure the dissipativity of the system.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The next section establishes the multi-robot formation control problem under communication delays that motivates the proposed control method in the paper. Section III will introduce some concepts from the analysis, modeling and control of nonlinear systems which will be used throughout the paper. Using the techniques recalled in Section III, in Section IV, we formulate the optimization-based framework required to ensure the dissipativity of a dynamical system. Finally, the results of applying the developed approach to the coordinated control of a multi-robot system with communication delays are shown in Section V.
II. PROBLEM SETUP
Consider a group of N planar mobile robots whose positions are denoted by z i ∈ R 2 , i ∈ {1, ..., N }. Each robot can be controlled using an acceleration input, and its dynamics are modeled as the following damped double integrator:
where a > 0 and u i is the acceleration input. Moreover, we assume all the robots are equipped with omnidirectional range sensors that allow them to measure their relative position with their neighbors, namely robot i can measure the quantity z j − z i , when robot j is within its sensing radius. The interactions among the robots can be described by a graph G = (V, E), where V ⊂ N is the set of vertices of the graph, representing the robots, E ⊆ V × V is the set of edges between the robots, encoding the adjacency relationships. We further assume that the graph is undirected,
In order to show the generality of the proposed approach, we consider a communication network between the robots where edges are characterized by different values of delay Values of the edge distances between the robots performing formation control with communication delays on the Robotarium [18] . The values of the delays are different from edge to edge and are not symmetric, i. e., for edge (i, j) between robots i and j, T ij and T ji are not necessarily equal. As a consequence of the delayed communication channel, the robots are not able to maintain the desired inter-robot distances, depicted as black lines.
(see Fig. 1 ). We denote by T ij ≥ 0 the time delay on edge (i, j) between robots i and j. In case the communication link connecting robot i to robot j is considered to be physically the same as the one connecting robot j to robot i, one can assume T ij = T ji . Nevertheless, the method proposed in this paper does not need this assumption to hold.
Let us assume that the robots are controlled to build a formation by maintaining specified distances on some edges in the set E, with the distance d ij = d ji corresponding to the edge (i, j). We further assume the desired formation is both rigid and feasible, i. e., the desired shape can be maintained by only maintaining the specified distances, and there exist points
As a formation controller, we utilize the following weighted consensus protocol [11] :
ij . Without any compensation for delays, the control input u i can cause the multi-robot system to become unstable. Figure 2 shows the edge distances between the robots, while implementing the control protocol (2) on the Robotarium [18] . As can be seen, because of the effect of an artificially delayed communication channel, the edge distances do not converge to the reference values for the inter-robot distances, depicted in black in the figure.
In the next section, we introduce the background material required to formulate a controller that takes the nominal inputû i and generates a new input which is as close as possible to the nominal one, but it is, at the same time, able to mitigate the oscillations shown in Fig. 2 , by preserving the dissipativity of each robot.
III. BACKGROUND MATERIAL
The approach to the coordinated control of multi-robot systems with delayed communication networks we propose in this paper hinges on two concepts from the analysis and modeling of nonlinear dynamical systems: port-Hamiltonian systems and dissipativity theory, which are briefly recalled in Sections III-A and III-B, respectively. These methods will be combined with control barrier functions, which will be introduced in Section III-C.
A. Port-Hamiltonian Modeling
Initially derived in the context of analytical mechanics, the Hamiltonian approach to system modeling lends itself to the analysis of networked systems. Port-Hamiltonian systems are open dynamical systems which interact with other systems through input-output ports. The fact that the portHamiltonian modeling of a system is defined explicitly using stored and dissipated energies makes it a suitable analysis tool for the energy-based method we use in this paper.
A special case of port-Hamiltonian systems is the inputstate-output port-Hamiltonian system [19] :
Here, x ∈ R n , u, y ∈ R m are the state, input and output of the system, respectively, H : R n → R is a continuously differentiable function, the Hamiltonian, representing the total energy stored in the system, J(x) = −J(x)
T is the structure matrix that expresses the interconnection structure of the system, and R(x) = R(x) T ≥ 0 is the resistive structure modeling the dissipation in the system. J(x), R(x) and g(x) are assumed to be continuously differentiable functions of the state x.
B. Passivity and Dissipativity
In this section, we review the definitions of passivity and dissipativity of dynamical systems, which allow us to analyze the behavior of an open system from an energetic point of view. This is our starting point to design coordinated control algorithms for multi-robot systems that are robust against communication delays.
Definition 1 (Passivity, from [20] ). The system
where x ∈ R n is the state, u, y ∈ R m are the input and output, respectively, is passive if there exists a positive definite, continuously differentiable storage function V : R n → R such that, for all x and u,
The system is called lossless ifV = u T y.
Due to the point-wise nature of Definition 1, enforcing a passivity condition on multi-robot systems to ensure robustness to delays may be too restrictive. That is why we make use of the more general concept of dissipativity in its integral form, defined below.
Definition 2 (Dissipativity, from [21] ). A dynamical system (4) is dissipative if there exists a nonnegative storage function S : R n → R such that, for all t 0 , t 1 ∈ R + and input signal u(t),
where the locally integrable function w : R m × R m → R is called the supply rate. Analogously, one can define lossless dissipativity if (5) holds with equality.
The inequality (5) 
T y(t).
As mentioned above, the connection between passivity and dissipativity-pointed out in Remark 3, see also [22] suggests a relaxation from the point-wise definition of passivity condition to the integral definition of the dissipativity condition. This is the approach we will follow in this paper in order to formulate an optimization-based strategy that is able to ensure the dissipativity of an open dynamical system. A similar strategy led to the idea of energy tanks (see, e. g., [16] ), whose connection with our method will be discussed in Section IV.
Remark 4.
Notice that a port-Hamiltonian system (3) is passive with storage function V = H. Therefore, by Remark 3, it is also dissipative with storage function S = H and supply rate given by (6) (see, e. g., [23] ). Indeed, taking the time derivative of H, one obtainṡ
since J(x) is skew-symmetric, and
as the matrix R(x) is positive definite. Then, integrating (7) over the interval [t 0 , t 1 ] yields
The dissipativity condition introduced in this section is encoded through integral inequalities, such as (8) . In the next section, we present control barrier functions, which are helpful to formulate algebraic constraints on the control input variable u to be enforced on the system in order to preserve its dissipativity.
C. Control Barrier Functions
As mentioned in Section I, the use of energy tanksintroduced in [12] -allows non-passive actions to be executed when enough passivity margin has been accumulated (see [16] for a more detailed analysis). The singularity introduced in the system by the presence of the energy tank corresponds to the situation in which the system becomes non-dissipative. In this case, no action that would lead to a further decrease of the total energy of the system can be implemented without losing the dissipativity property.
In this section, we introduce a method to overcome this issue by ensuring that the the system always remains dissipative. This will be achieved leveraging a tool from nonlinear systems theory called control barrier functions [17] .
Ensuring that the dissipativity condition in (8) holds lends itself to be formulated as a set forward invariance condition. The forward invariance of a set can be encoded by the definition of a control barrier function. For our work, we refer to the variation on control barrier functions introduced in [24] and their time-varying version in [25] , whose definitions are recalled in the following.
Definition 5 (Zeroing control barrier function, from [24]).
Consider a dynamical system in control affine forṁ
with f and g locally Lipschitz continuous vector fields, and a set Ω defined as the zero superlevel set of a continuously differentiable function h : R n → R, i. e.,
The function h is called a zeroing control barrier function, if there exists a locally Lipschitz extended class K function γ such that
where L f h(x) and L g h(x) denote the Lie derivatives of h in the directions of the vector fields f and g, respectively.
The following theorem summarizes two important properties of control barrier functions.
Theorem 6 (See [24] and [26] ). Given a dynamical system in control affine form (9) , where x ∈ R n and u ∈ R m denote the state and the input, respectively, f and g are locally Lipschitz, and a set Ω ⊂ R n defined by a continuously differentiable function h as in (10), any Lipschitz continuous controller u such that (11) holds renders the set Ω forward invariant and asymptotically stable, i. e.,
where x(0) denotes the state x at time t = 0.
In order to handle the time-varying constraints coming from the dissipativity condition, in the following, we recall the definition of time-varying control barrier function, introduced in [25] .
Definition 7 (Time-varying zeroing control barrier fucntions [25] ). Given a function h : R n × R + → R, continuously differentiable in both its arguments, consider a dynamical system in control affine form (9) , where x ∈ R n and u ∈ R m denote system state and input, respectively, f and g are locally Lipschitz, and the set Ω = {x ∈ R n | h(x, t) ≥ 0}. The function h is a time-varying zeroing control barrier function defined on R n ×R + , if there exists a locally Lipschitz extended class K function γ such that, ∀x ∈ R n , ∀t ∈ R + ,
Remark 8. Notice that a port-Hamiltonian system (3) is in control affine form (9), with
Therefore, the results developed for control barrier functions apply directly to port-Hamiltonian systems as well.
The results recalled in this section are used in the following section in order to achieve a passivation objective [23] , corresponding to ensuring that the dissipativity condition (8) holds at each point in time.
IV. PASSIVATION USING CONTROL BARRIER FUNCTIONS
In this section, we propose an optimization-based approach, applicable to a port-Hamiltonian system (3), that is able to ensure that the dissipativity condition (8) is always satisfied. A similar objective has been pursued in [12] , where the authors use a controlled energy transfer between the system and an energy tank, which stores the energy dissipated by the system, in order to be able to implement non-passive actions without violating the dissipativity of the system. Examples of the application of this technique can be found, e. g., in [15] , [16] . However, in these approaches there is no notion of optimality in preventing the energy stored in the energy tank from becoming negative, but rather an artificial dissipative action is introduced in order to accomplish this goal. In the strategy we develop in this paper, we propose an optimization-based controller that modifies, in a minimally invasive fashion, the input to the system, in such a way that the dissipativity condition (8) is guaranteed to be satisfied.
To this end, let us introduce the following passivation objective, which is based on the one defined in [23] .
Goal 9 (Passivation objective). Given the system (3), with storage function H, and a nominal control actionû, find the control input u =ũ + v, such thatũ is as close toû as possible, provided that the system is dissipative with supply rate v(t)
T y(t). We can formalize this goal in the following optimization program:
With this objective, and in view of what has been presented in Section III, let us define the following time-varying control barrier function:
With this definition of h(x, t), and substituting (13) into the inequality (12) that is required to ensure forward invariance of the set Ω = {x ∈ R n | h(x, t) ≥ 0}, we obtain
The next proposition establishes the validity of the control barrier function defined in (14) and, at the same time, presents an optimization-based controller that is able to achieve Goal 9.
Proposition 10. The control inputũ * , solution of
renders the system
dissipative with supply rate v(t) T y(t).
Proof. From Lemma 12 in [25] (the time-varying version of Theorem 6), we can conclude that, enforcing the constraint D(x) − y Tũ + γ(h(x, t)) ≥ 0 ensures that the set Ω = {x ∈ R n | h(x, t) ≥ 0} is forward invariant. This is equivalent to saying that, for the system (17), the following holds ∀t ≥ t 0 :
Now, consider the energy balance (8) for the system (17) over the time interval [t 0 , t], for an arbitrary time instant t:
Using this equality and the condition (18), yields
which, from Definition 2, means that the system is dissipative with storage function H and supply rate v(t) T y(t).
Remark 11. The optimization program (16) is a quadratic program (QP): therefore, it can be solved very efficiently (see, for instance, methods in [27]) in order to evaluate the control input which is closest to the desired oneû and which satisfies, at the same time, the dissipativity constraint (15).
Remark 12 (Feasibility of the QP (16)). Notice that the QP in (16) is feasible if ∂H ∂x g(x) = 0, which is a relative-degree-1 condition on the control barrier function (14) . In case this condition is not satisfied, techniques to handle high relative degree control barrier functions can be employed [28] , [25] .
In practice, it is desirable to have direct control over the energy dissipated by the system, given by t t0
D(x(τ ))dτ , as well (see, e. g., [16] , [15] ). Similarly to what has been done for energy tanks to exploit positive passivity margin [16] , in this section we introduce an alternative approach which allows us to directly modify both the system input,ũ, and its resistive structure R(x).
To this end, consider the new control input
where σ is a positive real number, representing an additional damping coefficient. With this choice of input, the system (17) can be written as:
where
T ≥ 0. Defining h analogously to (14) as follows
the differential constraint in (12) becomes
The expression in (21) is affine both inũ and in σ. Thus, proceeding as before, we can define the following QP:
where κ allows us to combine the costs of transparency (represented by ũ −û ) and dissipated energy (related to |σ|). Feasibility considerations similar to those in Remark 12 hold for the optimization problem (22) as well.
Remark 13. The proposed approach keeps transparency and passivity within a single optimization program which, as the one defined in (16), can be solved efficiently even under real-time constraints. Among other solutions that have been proposed in order to combine transparency and passivity, (c) Fig. 3 . Results of the application of the proposed approach to a multi-robot system consisting of six differential drive robots deployed on the Robotarium [18] , implementing a non-passive formation control algorithm over a delayed communication channel. In Fig. 3a , the values of the edge distances between the robots converge to the desired values d ij , depicted as black lines (compare this result with Fig. 2 where no action was taken to compensate for the delays). Figures 3b and 3c show, for each robot, the values of the control barrier functions and the difference between nominal and executed inputs, respectively. As can be seen, at the beginning, the nominal inputs are changed significantly in order to keep a positive value of the barrier function.
there is the two-layer paradigm presented in [29] , where, differently from what we developed in this paper, keeps transparency and passivity in two separate layers.
We conclude by stating the following proposition-whose proof is similar to that of Proposition 10-which summarizes the results obtained in this section.
Proposition 14. The control inputũ
* , solution of (22), guarantees that Goal 9 is accomplished, by ensuring that the port-Hamiltonian system (20) is dissipative with supply rate v(t)
The method developed in this section ensures that a portHamiltonian system remains dissipative even under nonpassive control actions. In the following section, this control framework will be applied to a formation control algorithm and deployed on a team of mobile robots with delayed communication channel.
V. EXPERIMENTS
We can now revisit the formation control problem formulated in Section II. In order to apply the control framework derived in Section IV, let x i =ż i be the velocity of robot i, and H(x i ) = 1 2 x T i x i . Then, the robot dynamics (1) can be rewritten in port-Hamiltonian form (3) as follows:
Here, the structure matrix J(x i ) vanishes, the resistive structure is given by R(x i ) = aI, I being a 2 × 2 identity matrix, g(x i ) = I, and
2 ≥ 0, that shows the robot model is dissipative.
Considering the control input u i =ũ i − σ i x i + v i , as in (19) , we can wrap the optimization problem (22) around the nominal control inputû i in (2) in order to get the control inputũ * i -that is as close as possible toû iand the smallest damping coefficient σ * i that guarantee that the robots remain dissipative. In Fig. 3 , the results of the implementation of the proposed method to the same scenario introduced in Section II are presented. Time delays T ij have been artificially introduced, and their values have been Trajectories of six differential drive robots deployed on the Robotarium [18] to execute the controller obtained by solving (22) . The robots achieve the desired formation over a communication network that experiences delays. Two snapshots taken at the beginning and at the end of the experiment, showing the initial and final positions of the robots, respectively, are overlaid on each other.
randomly chosen between 0s and 0.333s. In particular, the edge distances between the robots, the values of the control barrier functions related to each robot, and the difference between the nominal inputs and the ones executed by the robots are shown. In this experiment, the value of the external input v i has been set to zero for all the robots. Fig. 4 shows the trajectories of six differential drive robots on the Robotarium [18] achieving the desired formation, despite the presence of non-uniform (i. e., varying from edge to edge) and non-symmetric (i. e., T ij might be different from T ji ) delays over the communication links between the robots.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented an optimization-based strategy suitable for the coordinated control of multi-robot systems with a delayed communication channel. The approach leverages control barrier functions, and dissipativity theory, in order to formulate a dissipativity-preserving controller. The proposed method is minimally invasive, in the sense that the modification of the nominal robots' input only happens if the effect of delays is about to compromise the desired performance of the system. Moreover, the resulting optimization program can be efficiently solved even on robotic platforms with limited computational power. The effectiveness of the proposed strategy to compensate for communication delays has been demonstrated on a team of mobile robots achieving formation control.
